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What I’m not

a copywriter 
a digital storyteller 
a videographer



Strategist

Videographer

Lecturer

Creative
1

10



Stories0



Star Wars



Romeo & Juliet



The Hunger Games



The dramatic triangle 
Karpman theory





the Villain the Hero the Victim



Persecutor (Villain)

Rescuer (Hero) Victim



disease
financial crisis

terrorists
sharks

a jalous lover
becoming adult

Darth Vader

Persecutors

eurosceptics

dinosaurs

Persecutor (Villain)

Rescuer (Hero) Victim



We are 7 billion humans 
No one care about what you do

Your job is to make people care



BREXIT

Migrant crisis in 
Mediterranean

How to make people 
love the EU?

Increase the number of users 
of a project (customers)

Funding of the next 
Interreg program

SPHERE OF  
CONCERN SPHERE OF 

INFLUENCE

Send great stories to the 
Programme (case study)

Inspire the next-gen of 
project owners (CAPCOM)

Stephen Covey - 7 Habits Of Highly Effective People Paperback – 31 Oct 2004 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/7-Habits-Highly-Effective-People/dp/1416502491*



Why are we communicating in 
the public sector?1



Communication 
Marketing / Advertising 

529 billion dollars

PR 
15 billion dollars

GOOGLE 
80 billion dollars

FACEBOOK 
27 billion dollars

WPP 
15 billion dollars

PUBLICIS 
10 Bn dollars

OMNICOM 
15 billion dollars

INTERPUBLIC 
8 Bn dollars

40% total cost

50% total cost

Video games 
115 billion dollars

Film industry 
89 billion dollars

Music Industry 
18 billion dollars

EU 
$0.6Bn

US 
$1.6Bn

Assassin’s Creed - 125m$
Call of Duty - 279m$

200m$



Yes but I don’t like advertising“





That’s a story anyone can understand, 
what does it say? 

Why was it created?

Brand marketing 
Does not try to sell you a product, but to get emotionally attached to 
the brand because it tells you things you agree with, you respect and 
you empathise with.  
The next step is that you recognise the brand and favour it when 
purchasing a pair of shoes over another.

*



Flow by Plume Labs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fs73rh-vNPY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fs73rh-vNPY


That’s a story anyone can understand, 
what does it say? 

Why was it created?

Public relations 
Does not try to sell you a product, but to make you feel appreciative of 
of the brand - so that you get a positive view of it.  
It is particularly fitted for people who can say a lot of good of the brand 
when needed - and to counteract people who could say bad things 
about it - most often the Press. 

*



$65 Bn 
water with sugar & 

potato chips

$63 Bn 
solidarity via EU projects





We communicate about EU projects so that people who face a 
specific problem know there is a solution and are motivated to 
use that solution. 

If that mission is well done, then you can tell it to others, such 
as policymakers, journalists and managing authorities 

My definition of your mission



learn there is a solution  
motivated to use it



What is the problem you are solving? 
Who are you helping? 

How do you help them?
You have 1mn. 



Level 1 of storytelling2



What is the problem you are solving? 
Who are you helping? 

How do you help them?
You have 1mn. 



Our problem is that (these people) ………………………………
do / do not …………………………………………………………….
so our project called  ………………………………………….……
which is a ……………………………………………………………..
help them………………………………………………………….…..
so they can ……………………………………………………………

Elevator pitch



The customer 
1. has a problem 

2. know he has a problem 

3. has been actively looking for a solution to his problem

4. has put together a solution himself out of piece parts 

5. has or can acquire a functioning solution (has a 
budget of money or time)  

Customer lifecycle



Level 2 of storytelling2



1. the capacity to draw us in another universe 
which is credible in itself 

2. the capacity to mirror what the characters 
are doing 

3. the possibility to draw our own conclusion

Narrative transportation

Emotional gravity

2+2 vs 4



Narrative transportation Emotional gravity





Make me care
I promise this is worth your time



You will never be good storytellers
It’s not what you are supposed to do



Your job is to make good 
storytellers care about what you do



S T O R Y

TH E

S T O R Y
OF

https://musestorytelling.org

A platform of advices and story templates



The right kind of story4



LIVING IT

THE STORY

THE STORY ABOUT 
THE STORY (CASES)

LIVING IT

The actual thing someone, or a 
group of people did

THE STORY

The retelling of events of what 
someone lived

THE STORY ABOUT THE STORY
The entire context in which the 
project took place and the long term 
effects of this project



Flow by Plume Labs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fs73rh-vNPYPROBLEM SPECIFIC INSIGHT/EXP. SOLUTION HOW IT WORKS PROOF BRAND

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fs73rh-vNPY


3 type of cases
Classic: good project, nothing “special” 
Data driven: complex tech project 
Emotional: touching project



PROBLEM SPECIFIC INSIGHT/EXP. SOLUTION HOW IT WORKS PROOF BRAND



PROBLEM SPECIFIC INSIGHT/EXP. SOLUTION HOW IT WORKS PROOF BRAND



Case study: making one5



Working on your case study
10mn.



PROBLEM SPECIFIC INSIGHT/EXP. SOLUTION HOW IT WORKS PROOF BRAND



What do we need?
Lots of visual assets 

Lots of proofs 
Understand the problem



Your job is to make storytellers care
in less than 3 mn 

understand the problem,  
the solution and know it worked



journalists 
politicians 

policymakers 
other communicants 

bloggers 
documentary filmmakers 

conference organisers
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PROBLEM SPECIFIC INSIGHT/EXP. SOLUTION HOW IT WORKS PROOF BRAND



Case study: making it better6



RememberUnderstand

Case study - video 

 carry the story forward 

Appeal



RememberUnderstand

 carry the story forward 

Appeal

Case study - video 



RememberUnderstand

 carry the story forward 

Appeal

Case study - video 

PR tool 

Public relations is the idea of creating coverage 
for clients for free, rather than marketing or 
advertising.* 

we want the story to go 
forward thanks to 
someone else



story 
tellers

European Commission DG REGIO

projects projects projects projects projects projects projects projects

Programme from Poland Programme from France Programme from Italy, 
Lombardia Region

projects projects projects projects

users

managing  
authority

beneficiary



PAID MEDIA 

EARNED MEDIA The person I want 
to talk toUs

Journalist

OWNED MEDIA 



Who are storytellers in your field?
Conversation - 5mn.



What can we do to make it 
happen?6



Brainstorming:  
What do we concretely  

need to produce a case study?
2mn.



Ideal case
Lots of videos 
Press articles 
Great matching solution to the 
problem

Difficult case

Weak solution / bad problem 
No video - assets - audio 

No or low PR work 
Talking about too many things



Should you do it yourself?
conversation



Is it more cost/efficient to craft the story 
by ourself or to trigger other storytellers 
to come and retell the story?



LIVING IT

THE STORY

THE STORY ABOUT 
THE STORY (CASES)

How telling the right kind of story 
makes your project unavoidable



What the hell are we 
supposed to talk about? 7





corporate communication

brand marketing
Dove 

direct 
response
Buy 2 get 1 

free 

Unilever Interreg EU 

Magnum 

brand marketing
Axe 

brand marketing
Interreg North West 

brand marketing

Register today 
to the event

direct 
response

direct 
response
Download our 

brochure

direct 
response
Visit website

direct 
response

Attend 
training

direct 
response

Watch the 
video

direct 
response

Use our 
service

direct 
response

Scan a QR 
code

























BRAND RESPONSE



STORY x STORY 
Story about the Story

Case study 
Meta-story





Problem People in love who put their symbol in Paris / But 
bridge is crumbling

Specific French authorities removing the locks

Insight People sad, loosing a part of themselves

Solution ORANGE came up with a solution - love in the cloud

How it works 7000 pictures / stored online with a website for Valentine Day

Proof People using it / testimonies / 43 countries / hundreds of 
articles, blog and TV

Vision & brand We helped people find again one of the most beautiful 
moment of their lives / Love should be protected ORANGE



Problem

Specific

Insight

Solution

How it works
Proof

Vision & brand







Programme + project owners 
95%

PROJECT COMMUNICATION



The Long and the Short of It

This publication is the eagerly anticipated 
update of Marketing in the Era of 
Accountability, examining the impact of 
timescales of effect, exploring the tension 
between long and short-term strategies for 
brands and businesses as well as 
providing evidence-based 
recommendations on how best to 
approach investment in advertising. 

http://www.ipa.co.uk/Framework/ContentDisplay.aspx?id=9225



If you start with people it 
makes more sense5



Why do we need to talk to this 
person? 
WHY? 

Who are we talking to 
precisely? 
AUDIENCE 

CHANNELS 

CHANNELS 



Journalist

Member of the European 
Parliament  (MEP)

A project leader

Event organiser

National Authority

Reader of a 
capitalisation report

1st step optimal2nd step



Concept :  
Sophistication of the audience







Arabica

Robusta



Ethiopia

Guatemala

Colombia

BrazilKenya

Costa Rica

Honduras

Indonesia

RwandaPanamaUS Hawaii

Jamaica

Mexico

Tanzania

Yemen
largest producers ?



Ethiopia

Guatemala

Kenya

Costa Rica

Honduras

Indonesia

RwandaPanamaUS Hawaii

Jamaica

Tanzania

Yemen

Brazil

Mexico

Columbia



Ethiopia

Guatemala

Colombia

BrazilKenya

Costa Rica

Honduras

Indonesia

RwandaPanamaUS Hawaii

Jamaica

Mexico

Tanzania

Yemen
best producer ?



Ethiopia

Guatemala

Colombia

Kenya

Costa Rica

Honduras

Indonesia

RwandaPanamaUS Hawaii

Jamaica

Mexico

Tanzania

Yemen

Brazil



Vietnam
Kopi Luwak

Most expensive coffee?



100

50 Brazil 
Mexico

Ethiopia 
Jamaica30

10 Kopi  
Luwak

70 Arabica



Sophistication in a topic









know who you are talking to, so you can talk to 
him in his own words



Exercice Pick-up one specific field where you 
are more sophisticated than average

acting

language

board games

drawing

cooking

computers

computers

writing

dancing

fashion

decoration

DIY

juggling

fishing

gardening

horse riding

playing music

camping

driving

mushrooms

wine tasting

coffee

beer

sport

physics mathematics biology engineering



Exercice

write 2 sentences

1 that speak to you as a sophisticated audience 
about your hobby 

1 that speak to someone who does not know much 
about the topic

Pick-up one specific field where you 
are more sophisticated than average



rough sophisticated



rough sophisticated



rough sophisticated









The Customer is not a moron
She is your wife.

David Ogilvy















DISCUSSION

Ordinary people in society, rather than people who are 
considered to be important or who belong to a particular group. 

“The meeting is not open to the general public”



Hans Eijkelboom 
Dutch, 1949













People of the Twenty-First Century 
Paperback - 20 Oct 2014

by Hans Eijkelboom (Author)
David Carrier (Author)

https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Hans+Eijkelboom&search-alias=books-uk&field-author=Hans+Eijkelboom&sort=relevancerank
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&text=David+Carrier&search-alias=books-uk&field-author=David+Carrier&sort=relevancerank


Meet your neighbour7



Why do we need to talk to this 
person? 
WHY? 

Who are we talking to 
precisely? 
AUDIENCE 

CHANNELS 

CHANNELS 



Urbanites 
Often on the move
Mentally never still
Doing more than most
Always creating
Always connected

Ruralites
Stay in the same region
Calmer and attached to family
Focus on their activities
Carry strong values and beliefs
Not very digitally connected

target audience

Urbanites Ruralites



target audience

Urbanites 
Age
Gender
Salary
Place of living
Family members
Ethnic background
Digital connectedness
 







millenials / generation Y

Urbanites 
1981 - 1996 (21-36 yo)
Gender
Salary
Place of living
Family members
Ethnic background
Digital connectedness
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennials

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennials


millenials / generation Y

Urbanites 

Beer (-11% 2006 - 2017) / in favour of wine and hard liquor
Napkins (fell 50%) in favour of paper towels
“Breastaurant” like HOOTERS - -20% of porn search for breast
Cereals (-5% 2009-2014) in favor of yoghurt and fast-food breakfast
Golf in favour of fitness
Motorcycle (-4% Harley Davidson Global) 
Home ownership (-20% 2002 - 2015 US) 
Light yoghurt (-8.5% about 200m$) in favour of greek yoghurt
Bar of soap (-3%) in favour of gels
Diamonds
Clothes softner (-15% 2007-2015)
Banks physical - 40% never visit physical a branch

http://www.businessinsider.com/millennials-are-killing-list-2017-8

http://www.businessinsider.com/millennials-are-killing-list-2017-8


Questions (2mn)

meet your neighbour - 1st group

• Age
• Gender
• Education
• Place of living
• Family members
• Ethnic background
• Digital connectedness



Questions (2mn)

meet your neighbour - 2nd group

• What is the hobby you practice the most these days?
• What you like to do in the perfect Sunday?
• What is the magazine you read most often?
• What would be a little known fact about you?



who do we know best?

pedagogic Facts + stock shots emotional 

If I’m producing a video, which graphic style is more 
relevant to talk to my neighbour? 



30s capsule data + stock 
(social media)

1 Colored background 1 speaker 
(pedagogic)

2 Real people living real lives 
(emotional)

3



30s capsule data + stock 
(social media)

Colored background 1 speaker 
(pedagogic)

2 Real people living real lives 
(emotional)

3



30s capsule data + 
stock (social media)1 Colored background 1 

speaker (pedagogic)2 Real people living real 
lives (emotional)3



What is the soundtrack I could put for a video?

neutral pop ethno electroUpbeat millennials 

1 2 3

who do we know best?



who do we know best?

Expert 
high-level

Editorial long story 
(magazine)

What TONE OF VOICE should I adopt?  

Newspaper 
treatment 

Direct message 
“YOU” 

Controversial tax scheme 
encourages wealthy 

pensioner to emigrate to 
Portugal

Framework
guidelines

about ageing 
society

1 2 3 4

I spent a day living like
a grandmother in a 

costume that simulate 
ageing

You will be old one 
day and the EU is 
working for you to 

make it easier



Channels & Personas8



Why do we need to talk to this 
person? 
WHY? 

Who are we talking to 
precisely? 
AUDIENCE 

CHANNELS 

CHANNELS 



When we talk directly to people

1

Owned media

When we talk to people by accessing 
someone else community

2

Paid media

When we talk to people thanks to the 
free invitation of someone to talk to his 

community

3

Earned media



Owned media 
Paid media 
Earned media



Earned media 
The person I want 

to talk to Us 

Owned media 

Paid media 

Journalist 



Earned media 
The person I want 

to talk to Us 

Owned media 

Paid media 

Journalist 



Media Channels - page 7Exercise

individual - 3mn.



Pour associations 



Gauthier 
• 31 ans - 1 kid (1yo) - married 
• from France, Lille (north) 
• went in Erasmus 
• Founded his company in 2013 
• Bought a flat in 2016 
• 7 employees / Public Communication 
• No entrepreneurs in his family

No matter how successful the company, 
Gauthier thinks it is going to crash, and he 
will not receive any more calls from client. 
He dreams about it at least once a week.





Create a personaExercise

individual - 3mn.



Your audience real 
problems9









Story for people 
Stories for storyteller10



It was a great gift and a very important 
moment; it’s possible that if I hadn’t 
run across that, I’d still be writing Star 
Wars today. [About the Hero with a 
Thousand Faces - Joseph Campbell] 

Georges Lucas

“

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Thousand-Bollingen-Campbell-Joseph-Paperback/dp/B00M0KXFKU/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1511861824&sr=8-1&keywords=hero+with+a+thousand+faces


Web-documentary



Web-documentary

http://www.salaudsdepauvres.be/chrome/


VR/AR - Virtual / Augmented Reality



Long read rich media articles



Influencer / Youtube - +5000 views / video



Osons Causer - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVeMw72tepFl1Zt5fvf9QKQ

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVeMw72tepFl1Zt5fvf9QKQ


Goethe Institut - 180 seconds city

http://www.goethe.de/z/180sec/deindex.html?wt_sc=180Sekunden


Web-documentary
20 - 50K - partnership with publisher / Students in Digital media / 
6 - 12 months / can be co-financed

VR/AR - Virtual / Augmented Reality
from simple 360° video (students / owned media) / to complex 
narratives (6-12months - 30K - enthusiasts) 

Long read rich media articles
collaboration or owned media / dedicated micro-site / 2 months - 
need photos + content + audio and video / students

Influencer / Youtube - +5000 views / video
need repeated contacts / multiple direct meetings / be able to not 
be a control-freak - give access - let the person work - small 
Youtuber will not ask for money (below 10.000 subscribers)



Good owned media / 1000K per video - 3 to 6 months - can trigger 
10 videos and possibly about 1000 to 5000 views per video

Goethe Institut - 180 seconds city

Photo Competition + story
If well organised - 300 to 1000 photos - under 20K - need to be 
well thought through artistically and the reward match the time 
invested by the photographer

other tool? 
other tool? 
other tool? 





JAUNT VR - www.jauntvr.com

https://www.jauntvr.com/
https://www.jauntvr.com/



